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=============;==================-----that adopted by Messrs. Mather and Platt, hut 
the results arrived at by either method agree fairly 
weil. Tbe commercial efficiency determined aceording 
to the makers' way of reckoning is 93'23 per cent. for 
the tests recorded in the third column and the dis
crepancy of 1'7 per cent. is due to the fa:ct that in the 
calculation which gives the higher efficiency no allow
ance was made for the increase of friction in the bear
ings due to the greater pull of the belt where the latter 
is transmitting the full power, instead of only that por
tion of the power which is wanted. These results are 
very instructive. In the first place, they prove that an 
actual commercial efficiency of 90 per cent. and more 
can be obtained with a high class dynamo. 

They also show that the dynamo, when designed on 
sound scientific principles, is equally efficient whether 
used as a generator or motor, a point which has been 
much diseussed of late in the columns of thR scientific 
press. A very important resllit of the experiments is 
also tbat it has been proved to be possible to electri
cally transmit energy over short distances with a total 
loss not exceeding 20 per cent.-The Engineer. 

AN APPARATUS FOR REPRODUCING AT 
PLEASURE AN INVARIABLE QUANTITY 
OF ELECTRICITY. 

By M. MARCEL DEPREZ. 
THE instrument which I have the honor of submit

ting to the Academy has for its object the easy repro
duction, at any time and under any conditions of pres
sure and temperature, the quantitative unit of electric
ity which has received the name of the coulomb. 

It consists of aU-tube, the two limbs of which have 
been sealed at the lamp and terminate in glass balls, 
the volume of which is much more considerable than 
that of the cylindrical portions. One of the balls, as 
well as the correspobding limb, is completely filled 
with water, acidulated with phosphoric acid, the 
second limb contains likewise a little of the same liqUid 
in its lower portion, but in the greater portion of its 
length it is filled with air at a given pressure, as is also 
the ball in wh ich it terminates. The limb filled with 
liquid has four platinum wir es fixed in pairs opposite 
to each other, one pair in the upper part of the ball 
and the other in the cylindrical portion, a little below 
the bottom of the ball. 

If an electric current is directed into the two latter, 
the water is deeomposed, and the detonating mixture 
resulting from this decomposition accUlnulates in the 
upper ball, while the liq uid driven into the second limb 
ascends in it, compressing the air in the second ball. If 
we take care to note the point of departure of the 
liquid column in the second limb, which is ilivided into 
parts of equal capacity, as well as the point at which 
it stops on suppressing the current, we have all the 
data necessary for knowing the quantity of electricity 
expended in producing the detonating gaseous mix
ture. It is easy to see that if the volume of this mixture, 
measured by the rise of the liquid in the seeond limb, 
is always the same, the quantity of electricity needful 
for its production will likewise be invariable, and this 
whatever may be the temperature of the instrument 
provided that it is the same in the two limbs, a condi� 
ti on easily realized. 

As for the barometric pressure and the hygrometric 
condition of the air, they have evidently no influence 
on the result, since the tube is hermetically sealed. 
Lastly, the liquid being always the same, it will be 
seen that this lllstrument allows of the reproQuction, 
whenever required, of a quantity of gas corresponding 
to an invariable quantity of electricity taken as a 
standard, the operation consisting simply in reading off 
a volume, which is always the same, without any cor
rection being required; while with the ordinary 
voltameter, the corrections for temperature for 
pressure, and vapor-tension can by no means b� ne
glected. 

In order that the instrument may serve indefinitely, 
it is necessal'Y to reconstitute the water decomposed at 
each operation; this is the purpose of the platinum 
wires situate in the upper part of tha balls, where the 
detonating mixt ure accumulates. It is sufficient to 
pass a spark between these wires to induce the combus
ti on of the detonating mixture. The acidulated water 
again fills the ball, and the instrument is ready for a 
fresh operation. The apparatUR may be made more or 
less sensitive by filling the second branch, before seal
ing, with air of a greater or less pressure than that of 
the atmosphere. 

of gas-carbon are placed between two parallel cop per 
plates, one of which is fixed and the other adjustable 
by a sc�ew; by applying press ure by means of the screw, 
the res1stance between the plates can be varied uni
formly and regularly from two to ten ohms, beyond 
which point the increase is very rapid. 

MYOPIA. 
M. FRANCESQUE SARCEY, the weil known French 

critic, has written a little work* which is weil worth 
the perusal of physicians, by virtue of its charming 
style and the freshness and force with which he de
scribes the course and the dangers of myopia. 

M. Sarcey's book is an autobiography of hirnself just 
so far as it relates to his eyes. He begins : .. I was 
born near-sighted, dreadfully near-sighted. • Many 
physicians," he continues, .. assert that persons are 
never born near-sighted, but only become so." We 
believe that ophthalmologists teach that an hereditary 
predisposition to myopia is very common indeed, but 
that congenital myopia is very rare. "However," says 
M. Sarcey, .. science may think what she pleases, but I 
was born myopic." 

The very day on which his infirmity was discovered 
is indelibly stamped on his melnory, and his account 
of it is quite worth transcribing : 

" One day, prompted by the spirit of mi schief, I got 
hold of the big �ilver spectacles which my father always 
wore. and clapped them on. 

.. Fifty years have passed since then, but the sensa
tion I experienced is keen and thrilling to this dav. I 
gave a cry of astonishment and joy. Up to thai mo
ment I had seen the leafy dome above me only as a 
thick green cloth, through which no ray of sunlight 
ever fell. Now, 0 wonder and delight! I saw that in 
this dome were many little brilliallt chinks; that it 
was made of myriad separate and distinct leaves 
�hrough w�ose interstices the sunshine sifted, impart� 
mg to the1r greenery a thousand tones of light and 
shade. But what amazed me most. what so enchanted 
me that I cannot speak of it to this day without emo
tion, was that I saw suddenly between the leaves, and 
far, far away beyond them, little glimpses of the bright 
blue sky. I clapped my hands in ecstasy, I was mad 
with astonishment and delight." 

Very high myopia like Sarcey's is rare, but moderate 
degrees of myopia are very common ; and myopia, as 
Sarcey states, is increasing and spreading through 
Europe like some epidemic disease. Among the an
cients myopia appears to have been practically un
known. As evidence of this M. Sarcey refers to the 
ancient ampitheaters in which thirty thousand specta
tors sat and viewed the games without a glass. Per· 
haps, to be sure, the myopes of those days might have 
learned to stay at home. However, that myopia is 
increasing there can be no doubt. In fifteen yearR the 
proportion of undoubted myopes in the Polytechnic 
School of France has risen from thirty to fifty per 
cent., and eighty per cent. of thestudents have to wear 
glasses. 

M. Sarcey urges his readers, with profound emphasis 
to remember that myopia always has a tendency t� 
increase unless numberless precautions are taken, and 
that all myopie eyes are weak eyes, to be looked after 
carefully by their possessor. In his own case the result 
of over-use and misuse of his eyes, especially his at
tempts to get along without glas ses, were that he lost 
the sight of one eye entirely through detachment of 
the retina, Il;nd that a cataract developed in the other. 

The loss of the eye he attributes to the effects of 
studying when a boy in a badly lighted schoolroom 
and he invokes all mothers to examine the school� 
rooms. .. If they be not fairly flooded with light, take 
your son home again. To leave hirn bent for ten years 
over dimly lighted books is, if he has the least tenden
cy to this trouble, almost cer ta in to lay up myopia for 
his manhood; if he be already myopic, it is to assure 
hirn a blind old age." , 

Sarcey's description of the development of his cata
ract and of its removal is vivid and dramatic. The 
operation was successful, and he now sees distant 
objects even better than before. The epilogue to his 
story is: .. Remember that all extreme myopia ends 
almost infallibly in cataract, and that nearly all myo
pia may become extreme if the eyes are abused." 

While Sarcey's views are somewhat tinctured by the 
bitterness of his personal experience, his warnings are 
wise and timely, and should be widely read.-Med. 
Reco1·d. 

THE TREATMENT OF SEWAGE. 
As to the use of this instrument for graduating in

struments intended for electric measurements, I think 
it is useless to enter into details. 

This instrument has been submitted to numerous By F. MAXWELL LYTE, F.LC. , F. C.S. 
experim.ents, in which its �ndications have b�en COln- OF all the methods of sewa e preci itation the most pared �lth those. of the ordlllary voltameter, w1th. all the effective seems to be that by a�uminuFn hydroxide, and correctlOns reqUlred fo� temperature, apmospherlC pres- the cheapest and most advantageous mode of its formasure. �tc. These experm.lents, made wlth great care by tion is undoubtedly that by means of aluminum sulM. Mmet, on� of the eng meers attac�ed FO t.he expen-I phate and sodium aluminate. The compo�ition of this ments at Crell, have shown that the mdlCatlOns of the latter salt would appear to be not as yet fully deternew apparatus are fully trustworthy. mined. Roscoe gives N a.Al,O, = 165; Wurtz, Na,AI,-

O. = 392 ; and Groves, N a,Al,O, = 289. It is possi ble 
ON A MODIFIED FORM OF WHEATSTONE'S that where sodium aluminate is formed by deeompos-

RHEOSTAT. ing cryolyte with calcic hydrate, Groves' cOlnpound 
is formed; but otherwise the published analyses of 
aluminates hardly seem to me to justify the assump

. A WIRR .is coiled upon a non-conducting cylinder, as tion that any aluminates exist of determined composi
m the ordlllary forms of rheostat, one end of the wire tion and of this constitution. 

By SHELFORD BIDWELL, Physical Society. 

being in contact with the brass axle of the cylinder. A The pprcentages g-iven for aluminates by Unverdor
s<;rew is cut upon the axle, the pitch being equal to the ben, Vauquelin. and others point to the correctness of 
d1stance between the consecuti ve turns of the wire and the formula of Roscoe; bu t the instructions of Merijot 
this, working in a fixed nut, causes the whole cyli'nder and De.bize, in their French translation of Knapp's 
to travel in the d.irection of its. axis. A fixed spring, •• Che�lCal Tec�nology:," would rather imply that 
bears upon the W1re at a convelllent point and by the Wurtz s formula lS the nght one. 
traveling motion of the cylinder this poi�t of 'contact It seems to me probable that really chemically pure 
ren.lains �ixed . in space, and th� effect of turning the a�uminaFes, in whic� the maximum of base is. c?m
cyllllder IS to mtroduce more or less resistance between bmed w1th the alumma, are of Roscoe's compos1tlOn, 
the spring and the brass axle. Binding screws on the but that for practical purposes, onaccount of the �ruall 
base of tbe instrument are in contact with the nut and quantity of silica and other impurities contained in the 
the bearing spring. Though this arrangement has bauxite from which it is made, i t is perhaps preferable 
several obvious advantages over the uSUlLI forms Mr. to use the proportions illdicated by the formula of 
Bidwell does not recommend it in cases where it is re- Wurtz. 
quired to introduce a known resistance' but where it is When sodium aluminate is mixed with aluminum 
important to adjust a resistance to a ni�ety or to cause sulphate, the following reaction takes place, adopt
a continuous variation, it is of g-reat use. 

Prof. Perry, remarking upon the importance of being 
able to vary a resistance gradnally, described an instru
ment he had used with advantage. A number of plates 

* Mind Your Eyes! Good Advice from a Near-sighted Man to his 
Fellow Sufferers, Translated (with the author's permission) from the 
French of Francesque Sarcey, by Henry Dickson Bruns M.D. New 
Orleans: N ew Orleans Medical Publishing Co. 1886. 
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ing, for reasons above mentioned, the formula of 
Wurtz: 

Na,Al,O. + Al,(SO,).18H.O = 
3Na,SO, + 3 Al.(HO), + 9H.0. 

Aeeording to this, 6'68 grains of commercial alumi
num sulphate containing 13 6 per cent. of alumina, 
and 5'43 grains of crude sodium aluminate contair.ing 
27'3 per cent. of soda and 33'5 of alumina, will produee 
as much aluminum hydroxide as 20 grains of alumi
num sulphate of same composition with its quantum 
of lime ; and in the former case only 3% grains of sodic 
sulphate (a perfectly innocuous salt) pass into solution, 
whereas in the latter there is dissolved about 10� 
grains of calcic sulphate per gallon, communicating to 
the effiuent nearly 8 degrees of permanent hardness 
over and above that it originally possessed. 

Suppose, for instance, 1,000,000 gaIIons of sewage, re
quiring for purification an addition of (say) 20 grains of 
commercial sulphate per gallon; this would take 
20,000,000 grains = 1 ton 617 Ib. , and about (say) 800 Ib. 
of lime, costins: about ,c5, whereas the same end would 
be obtained wtth 954 Ib. of the same sulphate and 776 
Ib. of crude aluminate:which, putting the first at ,cl 
lOs. and the second at ,cllls., makes in all but ,c3 ls. as 
against ,c5 for the old alum process; and further, in 
collecting the sludge formed by the old process, rather 
under %: of a ton of quicklime has to be added in order 
to get it to press, rendering it quite worthless as a 
manure ; whereas with the aluminate process, the 
sludge, being in large part produced from alumina in 
alkaline eombination, does not require the addition of 
lime. Experiments which have been made in view of 
valuing the dry sludge from the aluminate and sul
phate process have gone to show that it possesses a 
manunal value of 17s. 6d. a ton for nitrogen and phos
phoric acid, but thisis probably too low, as the sewage 
operated upon was of but poor quality, being swollen 
by rain till its volume was fully four times greater than 
usual. 

Adopting it, however, for themoment, at the present 
price of soda ash, and that of French bauxite (17s. 6d. a 
ton f.o. b. Marseilles) for the latter, aluminate of soda 
may be made at good profit so easily that this treat
ment with aluminate and sulphate costs half, or nearly 
so, th.e price of the old process. In saying this, allow
ance lS made, on the one hand, for the value of the 
lime to be added to the sulphate, as well as that re· 
quired for pressing the sludge in the old method, while, 
on the other hand, the value of the dried sludge from 
the aluminate and sulphate process is taken at 16s. a 
ton, in deduction of the cost by this method. Where, 
then, precipitation is to be employed, whether in con
junction with irrigation or not, the advantage of this 
process is evident. 

Sewage treated in this way, with the quantities 
above stated, will be found to give an effiuent of great 
purity, reducing to aminimum, if it does not in all 
cases obviate, the necessity for subsequent irrigation. 
Of course, less quantities of aluminate and sulphate 
may be used. but the above are merely adopted as an 
example, being an equivalent of the 20 grains of sul
phate lately used by the A B C  Company in so me 
demonstrations they were making with very good re
sults; but whether the aluminum hydroxide formed 
be intended for use in this or any other process, the 
above method is by far the best way of forming it. 
Sodium aluminate is not at present-produced on a large 
scale in England, but its manufacture is easy and ad
vantageous, and doubtless it will not remain lonoo with-
out being made over here. 

n 

Besides the above action of the two salts aluminate 
and sulphate, conjoined in the formation of aluminum 
hydroxide for the treatment of sewage, there is also the 
use of aluminate, instead of carbonate of soda or caus
tic, which presents some advantages in the softening of 
permanently hard water for industrial purposes. Alu
minate of soda, 27 or 28 per cent. Na.O, at ,c4 13s. per 
ton being the equivalent, so far as the Na.O is con
cerned, of caustic 60 per cent. N a.O at ,cl0 a ton ' and 
while it acts just as effectively on the lime salt�. pro
ducing permanent hardness, reacts far better on the 
salts of magnesium, to which part of the permanent 
hardness is often due, producing with them insoluble 
aluminate of magnesia, provided the carbonic acid be 
first of all rendered insoluble by an addition of lime
water. The difficulty of treating magnesian hardness 
is weil known and recognized, and this takes place in 
virtue of the reaction shown by the formula : 

N a.Al,O,+3MgSO,=Mg,Al,O,+3N a.SO,. 
At the present price of soda-ash and bauxite, aluminate 
of soda should be able to be produced for less than the 
above price, the manufacture of aluminate involving 
neither so long an operation nor so much manipulation 
as caustic, and leaving no residue. 

INDIGESTION. 
I BELIEVE that we can do a great deal, not only in 

dyspeptic disorders, bu t in various chronic diseases by 
noting and using- this important weapon. It is a -ZVell 
known fact that by a rigid adherence to a dry diet we 
can accomplish, oftentimes, wonderful results in cases 
of chronic exudations, especially of a fluid character. 

N ow, this woman before you had been for some time 
accustomed to use largely a starchy diet, she consumed 
very little meat; in time, digestive disorders were 
developed, she was unable properly. to digest this ex
cpss of starch, and acid dyspepsia was the result. She 
in consequence suffered from anffimia, all mucous 
membl'anes were pallid, and her nutrition was much 
impaired. 

In this form of indigestion there is a fermentative 
process established, as the result of which we have the 
formation of acetic acid and carbonic acid gas. The 
indigestible article may be fat, when we will have the 
liberation of fat acids, when, in thp eructations, we will 
have the characteristie disagreeable odor and taste of 
butyric acid. If the eructations are simply of carbonic 
acid gas, they will be inodorous, hence we have an 
easy llleans of diagnosis between saccharine and fattv 
ind1gestion. • 

N ow, in such cases, all remedies will be absolutely 
useless without a rigid regulation of the diet ; we must 
make a careful study of the diet from the point of view 
of the various dis orders. In this case, as soon as the 
diet was modified so as to exclude the offending arti
cles, the patient commenced to improve; but as sure as 
she forgot her caution, aud used that food which she 
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